Brahim Ghali is gone, but the crisis remains. On the evening of 2 June, the head of Polisario (Popular Front for the Liberation of Saguia el-Hamra and Río de Oro) left Spain. And yet his return to Algeria does not signify a detente between Morocco and Spain – or the rest of the European Union. Even before Ghali was discharged from the Spanish hospital where he was being treated for COVID


Western Sahara, territory occupying an extensive desert Atlantic-coastal area of northwest Africa. It became a protectorate of Spain in
the 19th century and was later claimed by Morocco, Mauritania, and local inhabitants. The territory remained disputed between Morocco and local forces well into ...

May 14, 2018 · Thousands of Sahrawi refugees flee to western Algeria to set up camps near the town of Tindouf. 1979 - Mauritania withdraws, UN mission for Western Sahara. UN news about Western Sahara.

Jun 02, 2021 · The leader of Western Sahara's independence movement, whose presence at a Spanish hospital sparked a diplomatic row with Rabat, left Spain overnight and flew to Algeria...

About 96,000 refugees and asylum seekers are living in Algeria, most of whom are from Western Sahara. There are also about 35,000 Chinese migrant workers and up to 165,000 Sahrawis from Western Sahara in refugee camps. Between 600,000 to 2 million Algerian Turks live in Algeria, and they are today known as Kouloughlis.

Jun 07, 2021 · From Western Sahara to broadcasting, royal adviser El Himma in sole charge at the Palace Mohammed VI's political adviser Fouad Ali El Himma beat the king's foreign affairs advisers to the punch when he initiated the confrontational approach currently being taken by Morocco on Western Sahara.

Apr 26, 2021 · On the morning of 13 February 1960, just 45 minutes after the French army detonated an atomic bomb as a test in the Algerian Sahara, President Charles de Gaulle sent a ...

Polisario Front, politico-military organization in Western Sahara seeking independence. It began as an insurgency against Spanish control and later fought against Moroccan control. The Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR) was established by the Polisario Front as a government-in-exile.

Jun 06, 2021 · Approximately the size of Britain, Western Sahara is by far the largest of the world’s UN-recognized non-self-governing
In 1975, Spain relinquished administrative control of the territory to a Morocco-Mauritania joint administration.
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Western Sahara decolonization: Mimouni puts Morocco's UN ambassador in his place Aug 27, 2021 63 Decolonization: Algeria calls on UN Committee of 24 to protect Western Sahara people

Jul 02, 2021 · UN urges Morocco, Polisario to accept candidate for Western Sahara post. UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres says 13 names have been put forward, but there is ...

Jun 13, 2021 · Why Biden’s Western Sahara policy remains under review neighbouring Algeria, announced the end to the UN-backed ceasefire. on Western Sahara was in line with the UN ...

Western Sahara (Arabic: ??????? ??????? ?? a?-?a?r?' al-Gharbiyyah; Berber languages: Tane?roft Tutrimt; Spanish: Sáhara Occidental) is a disputed territory on the northwest coast and in the Maghreb region of North and West Africa. About 20% of the territory is controlled by the self-proclaimed Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic, while the remaining 80% of the ...

Jun 06, 2021 · Events in the tiny Spanish enclave of Ceuta last month focused minds on the issue of illegal migration and the role of Morocco. However, the ...
Although the United Nations officially considers Morocco and the Polisario Front as the main parties to the conflict, former UN Secretary-General Mr. Kofi Annan viewed Algeria as a stakeholder in the Western Sahara conflict and has invited Algeria, "to engage as a party in these discussions and to negotiate, under the auspices of my Kofi Annan


The Polisario Front said that "impartiality, independence, competence and integrity are prerequisites for the future personal envoy of the UN Secretary General to Western Sahara to succeed in his
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